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Mirrored is a new type of magic weapon enhancement that does not increase the item's effective
magical bonus and only modifies the base price, which is tied to the associated spell-like ability the
weapon grants. Mirrored enchantments can only be placed on weapons with an enhancement bonus
of +2 or greater, and no weapon may possess more than one mirrored enchantment. This
enchantment can never be placed on an intelligent item.
A mirrored weapon appears as though it were made of an extremely reflective substance and is
always cold iron at its core, but does not initially qualify as a cold iron weapon for the purposes of
overcoming damage reduction.
Upon creation the mirrored weapon has a minimum of 26 charges (a number that goes up by 13 per
additional +1 enhancement bonus past +2) and each time the spell-like ability of the weapon is
triggered it loses one charge. For every thirteen charges lost by a mirrored weapon, reduce its
enhancement bonus by +1. For determining costs, treat this enchantment as though it were a ring of
the ram or similar item incorporated into the weapon itself using the rules for magic item creation in
the Pathfinder® Roleplaying Game Core Rulebook™ (PZO1110) .
After any reduction in enhancement bonus through this method, the weapon now counts as cold iron
for purposes of overcoming damage reduction (as the weapon's core becomes partially revealed).
When there are no more charges it ceases to be magical and becomes a plain masterwork cold iron
weapon. Any found mirrored weapon has 17+1d8 charges remaining.
When two characters wielding mirrored weapons strike them against one another (simultaneous swift
actions) they may activate their weapon's spell-like abilities without depleting a charge. This is the
only way to activate a mirrored enchantment by command - every mirrored enchantment has its own
unique activation trigger (see the two examples below), but these are never by command and always
deplete a charge (charges cannot be restored). If the related spell-like ability grants a touch attack or
other spell effect dependent on a successful to-hit roll, the weapon stores its spell-like ability as
though it had the spell-storing weapon enchantment until the spell effect is discharged with a
successful hit.
Additionally, adjacent characters wielding mirrored weapons receive a +1 morale bonus to attack and
damage for every mirrored weapon wielded by an ally within 5 feet (this bonus can never exceed a
benefactor's base attack bonus).
The origins of mirrored weapons are shrouded in mystery, probably due to the sort of unlucky warriors
who favor them in battle. Many scholars speculate that they were first created by a faction of mages
specializing in the use of crystals to focus their magical abilities in ages past and that they bestowed
these weapons to their scouts and commanders whom they determined to be lacking in favor from the
gods of fortune and chance. The use of cold iron as the base material, it is often pointed out, indicates
that their likely adversaries would be of fey or demonic origin, lending more credence to the theory.
In truth the matter is far more complex. Traveling throughout the planes is a group of
magician-warriors known as the Order of Rand Kai and they are the inventors of mirrored weapons.
Each is a reflection of its owner, its creation a rite of passage for novitiates. As they often encounter
beings of phenomenal tolerances, the use of cold iron is essential to any mirrored weapon. These
martial magicians did not utilize crystals to enhance their magical abilities however, merely their
perceptions, granting them impressive martial prowess.
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Cyrekksi’s Mirrored Spear

Price 22,230 gp; Aura moderate illusion; CL 8th; Weight 4 lbs.
Description This +2 spear looks as though it is made of quartz or another hyaline substance,
reflecting light at an indeterminable number of angles. Once per day when the wielder rolls a natural
1 on an attack roll with the spear a piece of the reflective surface cracks off. Upon striking the ground
the shard creates 1d4+2 duplicates of the wielder as per the mirror image spell that do not dissipate
for eight minutes or until they are struck. The spear activates this ability automatically and has 26
effective charges, each use of the ability expending one charge (which cannot be restored).
History Cyrekksi was a potent magician in his own right but always seemed to begin on the wrong
foot, leading his grip with the off hand or otherwise getting in the way of himself. During one
particularly difficult battle, Cyrekksi lost his nerve and removed himself from the conflict with perhaps
too much haste after exhausting nearly all of his spellcasting abilities. In a frantic moment of peril he
teleported himself away from the fray but in his anxiousness to escape the last syllable of the
incantation fumbled out of his lips, landing him in a cave of ogres waking up for their morning hunt.
Unfortunately without his spells, the sorcerer warrior was quickly routed by those he trespassed
against and a few centuries later copies of his mirrored spear began to appear throughout the land.
CONSTRUCTION
Requirements Craft Magic Arms and Armor, mirror image; Cost 12,555 gp
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Marizz's Mirrored Club

Price 25,080 gp; Aura moderate transmutation; CL 8th; Weight 3 lbs.
Description Inlaid gold and tough black leather are wrapped around the hilt of what is truly little more
than a club. The substance this simple weapon is made of, however, is extremely unique. It appears
as though it is made of quartz or another hyaline substance and reflects light at an indeterminable
number of angles at odds with the smooth hard contours of the crystal. This weapon is a +2 club that
twice per day in reaction to striking a creature with damage reduction that can be overcome with
bludgeoning, cold iron, piercing, silver or slashing, casts versatile weapon (as an immediate action)
with a duration of eight minutes. This consumes one unrefillable charge, of which there are 26.
History This particular weapon belonged to a warrior named Marizz. Often chided for his lesser
intellect, he possessed surprising wisdom and an implacability to succeed at any given task with the
focus of his mind and the discipline of his body. During a brutal duel with a rival that raged for days
across the planes, he finally subdued his foe on the peaks of a mountain range on some distant realm
of mortals, only to fall to dead from his own wounds soon after.
CONSTRUCTION
Requirements Craft Magic Arms and Armor, versatile weapon; Cost 12,540 gp
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Shortsword of Enlarging Diminishment

Price 13,560 gp; Aura moderate transmutation; CL 10th; Weight 1lb.
Description This +1 keen shortsword has almost comically oversized red rubies set into the guard
and pommel as well as an extended grip. There are odd geometric designs that seem to enlarge and
shrink themselves independently from one another imprinted on the sharp blue-silver blade and the
light it reflects always casts a more intense glow. Once per day on a successful critical hit a gnome or
halfling wielding a Shortsword of Enlarging Diminishment may use the spell reduce person (Fortitude
save DC 10 + 1/2 wielder’s hit die + Charisma modifier) against the target of their attack. If the target
fails their save, the wielder receives the benefits of an enlarge person spell. The spell duration for
these effects is ten minutes.
History The first Shortsword of Enlarging Diminishment was crafted by a halfling wizard named
Brandletuck after a particularly embarrassing night at the Walstry Whistle tavern courtesy of his
half-orc ally, a tall, brutish and physically gifted half-orc by the name of Svesk. Vowing to ensure that
justice was served the halfling quickly went to work the next day on a way to, “put those flat-foots in
their place,” as he was heard to say often between incantations while enchanting something in his
workshop. For an entire week he cajoled the remainder of his adventuring group to wait for him to
finish his new weapon, ensuring them that it would change the dynamics of their party forever. Finally
announcing that he had finished his work, Brandletuck summoned his allies to the center of the town
square and challenged Svesk to a duel. As his companions watched in shock and awe, Brandletuck
struck such a fine blow that it seemed he grew to twice his size and Svesk became no larger than a
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child. With little preamble the halfling wizard quickly had a fine lark on behalf of his now diminutive
friend (he's known to have said, “there are is no greater pleasure in life than making a flat-foot yell
uncle”) and it became the signature story of the Walstry Whistle for quite some time.
Fortunately for Brandletuck, Svesk had an excellent sense of humor and the bout only served to
strengthen their friendship. The halfling continued to travel with the same companions for several
more years and during that time found his unique enchantment had a great appeal to the vertically
challenged races of the realm, leading to the creation of a number of variants. The most famous of
these was bestowed to a dwarven gladiator named Razdar in the form of a battleaxe christened the
Even Axe, a design especially favored by dwarven clans that frequently encounter giants. Before
finally parting ways with his companions Brandletuck even created a greatsword with the unique
enchantment (along with a few others) for his half-orc friend, who carried the blade with him until his
end.
Of course not every weapon that received this sort of special enchantment from Brandletuck is as it
seems. Shortly before their adventuring company retired, the wizard found himself and his allies the
captives of a ruthless tribe of grippli. In a speech that would have left the most eloquent bard in a
stupor, the halfling plied both wits and tongue to affect their escape, promising to forge their chieftain
a sword using exotic magics never mastered by their tribe and known only to halflings. Brandletuck
negotiated for a gladiatorial match against their man Svesk, provided that the enchanted sword was
not used in the fight. Should the half-orc best their chosen warrior, the wizard and his companions
would have their freedom. Naturally the grippli warrior, seeking every advantage available, took the
weapon into battle and upon the first strike shrunk to half his size while Svesk became an effective
giant in comparison. The advantage quickly went to the now large sized half-orc whom ended the
combat in a very efficient fashion often elaborated laboriously by tale tellers everywhere. Brandletuck
left the first Shortsword of Diminishing Enlargement (which has the same statistics as its counterpart
and simply functions in reverse) with the grippli tribe and years after stories of its reappearance can
be heard in humorous tales told in the darker corners of taverns throughout the land.
The illustrious and wealthy halfling wizard's adventuring career with that particular group finally came
to a close some time later but stories of the odd bout at the Walstry Whistle had spread like wildfire.
The next time Brandletuck visited the tavern he found that there were more commissions for swords
like his own than he could readily supply, more barmaids interested in his tales of daring and more
challengers against the famed Twiceling of the Walstry Whistle than a man of his polite avarice could
possibly ignore. Offering sizable wagers before every match, the story of his remarkable swords
gained entirely new audiences as warriors from far and wide came to test their mettle, quickly lining
Brandletuck's pockets with more gold than any halfling could reasonably spend on himself, especially
a retired adventurer halfling.
The proliferation of these magical weapons among halfling and gnomish settlements is a bit of a
mystery, but it's probable that their creator intended it to be more of an affront to all of the larger races
than anything else. Only Brandletuck knows for sure why he sent copies of his popular sword to all
the nearby halfling and gnome villages, who in turn created duplicates of their own. After he felt that
there was no less than one 'equalizing stick' for every village of small folk he knew of, Brandletuck
took to traveling again and disseminated the weapons even farther from the Walstry Whistle, from
coast to coast. Now it's not uncommon to find a Shortsword of Enlarging Diminishment in a halfling or
gnome town. Typically they are kept in the scabbard of the mayor or other governmental figure, often
used as a sign of office or kept as a cherished family heirloom.
CONSTRUCTION
Requirements Craft Magic Arms and Armor, enlarge person, reduce person, keen edge, Spell Focus
(transmutation); Cost 6,780 gp
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Permission to copy, modify and distribute the files collectively known as the System Reference Document (“SRD”) is
granted solely through the use of the Open Gaming License, Version 1.0a.
This material is being released using the Open Gaming License Version 1.0a and you should read and understand the
terms of that license before using this material.
The text of the Open Gaming License itself is not Open Game Content. Instructions on using the License are provided
within the License itself.
The following items are designated Product Identity, as defined in Section 1(e) of the Open Game License Version 1.0a,
and are subject to the conditions set forth in Section 7 of the OGL, and are not Open Content: Dungeons & Dragons,
D&D, Player’s Handbook, Dungeon Master, Monster Manual, d20 System, Wizards of the Coast, d20 (when used as a
trademark), Forgotten Realms, Faerûn, proper names (including those used in the names of spells or items), places, Red
Wizard of Thay, the City of Union, Heroic Domains of Ysgard, Ever-Changing Chaos of Limbo, Windswept Depths of
Pandemonium, Infinite Layers of the Abyss, Tarterian Depths of Carceri, Gray Waste of Hades, Bleak Eternity of
Gehenna, Nine Hells of Baator, Infernal Battlefield of Acheron, Clockwork Nirvana of Mechanus, Peaceable Kingdoms of
Arcadia, Seven Mounting Heavens of Celestia, Twin Paradises of Bytopia, Blessed Fields of Elysium, Wilderness of the
Beastlands, Olympian Glades of Arborea, Concordant Domain of the Outlands, Sigil, Lady of Pain, Book of Exalted
Deeds, Book of Vile Darkness, beholder, gauth, carrion crawler, tanar’ri, baatezu, displacer beast, githyanki, githzerai,
mind flayer, illithid, umber hulk, yuan-ti.
All of the rest of the SRD is Open Game Content as described in Section 1(d) of the License.
More information on the Open Game License can be found at www.wizards.com/d20.
The terms of the Open Gaming License Version 1.0a are as follows:
OPEN GAME LICENSE Version 1.0a
The following text is the property of Wizards of the Coast, Inc. and is Copyright 2000 Wizards of the Coast, Inc
("Wizards"). All Rights Reserved.
1. Definitions: (a)"Contributors" means the copyright and/or trademark owners who have contributed Open Game Content;
(b)"Derivative Material" means copyrighted material including derivative works and translations (including into other
computer languages), potation, modification, correction, addition, extension, upgrade, improvement, compilation,
abridgment or other form in which an existing work may be recast, transformed or adapted; (c) "Distribute" means to
reproduce, license, rent, lease, sell, broadcast, publicly display, transmit or otherwise distribute; (d)"Open Game Content"
means the game mechanic and includes the methods, procedures, processes and routines to the extent such content
does not embody the Product Identity and is an enhancement over the prior art and any additional content clearly
identified as Open Game Content by the Contributor, and means any work covered by this License, including translations
and derivative works under copyright law, but specifically excludes Product Identity. (e) "Product Identity" means product
and product line names, logos and identifying marks including trade dress; artifacts; creatures characters; stories,
storylines, plots, thematic elements, dialogue, incidents, language, artwork, symbols, designs, depictions, likenesses,
formats, poses, concepts, themes and graphic, photographic and other visual or audio representations; names and
descriptions of characters, spells, enchantments, personalities, teams, personas, likenesses and special abilities; places,
locations, environments, creatures, equipment, magical or supernatural abilities or effects, logos, symbols, or graphic
designs; and any other trademark or registered trademark clearly identified as Product identity by the owner of the
Product Identity, and which specifically excludes the Open Game Content; (f) "Trademark" means the logos, names,
mark, sign, motto, designs that are used by a Contributor to identify itself or its products or the associated products
contributed to the Open Game License by the Contributor (g) "Use", "Used" or "Using" means to use, Distribute, copy,
edit, format, modify, translate and otherwise create Derivative Material of Open Game Content. (h) "You" or "Your" means
the licensee in terms of this agreement.
2. The License: This License applies to any Open Game Content that contains a notice indicating that the Open Game
Content may only be Used under and in terms of this License. You must affix such a notice to any Open Game Content
that you Use. No terms may be added to or subtracted from this License except as described by the License itself. No
other terms or conditions may be applied to any Open Game Content distributed using this License.
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3.Offer and Acceptance: By Using the Open Game Content You indicate Your acceptance of the terms of this License.
4. Grant and Consideration: In consideration for agreeing to use this License, the Contributors grant You a perpetual,
worldwide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license with the exact terms of this License to Use, the Open Game Content.
5.Representation of Authority to Contribute: If You are contributing original material as Open Game Content, You
represent that Your Contributions are Your original creation and/or You have sufficient rights to grant the rights conveyed
by this License.
6.Notice of License Copyright: You must update the COPYRIGHT NOTICE portion of this License to include the exact text
of the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any Open Game Content You are copying, modifying or distributing, and You must add
the title, the copyright date, and the copyright holder's name to the COPYRIGHT NOTICE of any original Open Game
Content you Distribute.
7. Use of Product Identity: You agree not to Use any Product Identity, including as an indication as to compatibility, except
as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of each element of that Product Identity. You
agree not to indicate compatibility or co-adaptability with any Trademark or Registered Trademark in conjunction with a
work containing Open Game Content except as expressly licensed in another, independent Agreement with the owner of
such Trademark or Registered Trademark. The use of any Product Identity in Open Game Content does not constitute a
challenge to the ownership of that Product Identity. The owner of any Product Identity used in Open Game Content shall
retain all rights, title and interest in and to that Product Identity.
8. Identification: If you distribute Open Game Content You must clearly indicate which portions of the work that you are
distributing are Open Game Content.
9. Updating the License: Wizards or its designated Agents may publish updated versions of this License. You may use
any authorized version of this License to copy, modify and distribute any Open Game Content originally distributed under
any version of this License.
10. Copy of this License: You MUST include a copy of this License with every copy of the Open Game Content You
Distribute.
11. Use of Contributor Credits: You may not market or advertise the Open Game Content using the name of any
Contributor unless You have written permission from the Contributor to do so.
12. Inability to Comply: If it is impossible for You to comply with any of the terms of this License with respect to some or all
of the Open Game Content due to statute, judicial order, or governmental regulation then You may not Use any Open
Game Material so affected.
13. Termination: This License will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with all terms herein and fail to cure such
breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. All sublicenses shall survive the termination of this License.
14. Reformation: If any provision of this License is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the
extent necessary to make it enforceable.
15. COPYRIGHT NOTICE
Open Game License v 1.0a Copyright 2000, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.
System Reference Document Copyright 2000-2003, Wizards of the Coast, Inc.; Authors Jonathan Tweet, Monte Cook,
Skip Williams, Rich Baker, Andy Collins, David Noonan, Rich Redman, Bruce R. Cordell, John D. Rateliff, Thomas Reid,
James Wyatt, based on original material by E. Gary Gygax and Dave Arneson.
END OF LICENSE

